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ABSTRACT

We introduce three lightweight interactive camera control techniques for 3D terrain maps on touch devices based on a look-from metaphor (Discrete Look-From-At, Continuous Look-From-Forward, and Continuous Look-From-Towards). These techniques complement traditional touch screen pan, zoom, rotate, and pitch controls and allow viewers to quickly transition between top-down, oblique, and ground-level views. We present the results of a study in which we asked participants to perform elevation comparison and line-of-sight determination tasks using each technique. Our results highlight how look-from techniques can be integrated on top of current direct manipulation navigation approaches by combining several direct manipulation operations into a single look-from operation. Additionally, they show how look-from techniques help viewers complete a variety of common and challenging map-based tasks.
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- Human-centered computing → Interaction techniques.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Digital terrain tools like Google Earth are useful because they allow viewers to smoothly navigate complex virtual terrain representations. They do so by transitioning dynamically between more traditional top-down map views and oblique perspective views that highlight the shape of the underlying terrain. These systems normally allow viewers to control their view of the map using mouse or touch-based direct manipulation controls that pan, zoom, rotate, and pitch a camera within the virtual environment. Using these controls, viewers can fluidly adjust their point of view, exploring the map and viewing terrain from a variety of different perspectives.

However, many common views—particularly those from ground-level and from specific vantage points in the scene—can be difficult to recreate using direct manipulation navigation techniques. In particular, navigating from a top-down view to an oblique or ground-level view often requires a complicated chain of direct manipulation operations that can be
difficult to execute precisely and challenging to reverse. Good camera controls can greatly affect how users perceive a system [36] and making these sequences of interactions easier for viewers is an important challenge.

To address this challenge, we show how these common camera movements can instead be described as look-from operations. Look-from camera controls reformulate camera movements as declarations from the user that they want to look from one point in a scene at or towards another. We present three variants—Discrete Look-From-At, Continuous Look-From-Forward, and Continuous Look-From-Towards—which each allow viewers to specify ground-level views using a single touch gesture and can be used in conjunction with existing direct manipulation controls. While these techniques vary in terms of their constraints, all three complement the existing vocabulary of direct manipulation techniques for digital maps (pan, zoom, rotate, pitch).

We examine the impact of these look-from techniques via a study in which we asked participants to perform line-of-sight and elevation comparison tasks using each look-from variation and using direct manipulation controls. Our results show how these camera control variations complement the existing direct manipulation techniques for navigating digital maps, enabling new kinds of navigation strategies. They also show how participants found look-from techniques to be easier to use and more enjoyable than Direct Manipulation controls. Additionally, our two continuous look-from techniques highlight promising new opportunities for precise, interactive refinement of camera views selected using a look-from metaphor—something not possible with previous techniques. Finally, based on our experience with these initial variants and feedback collected in the study, we provide design considerations for future look-from navigation tools for digital maps.

2 RELATED WORK

Our work builds on past research on interactive camera control and techniques for digital terrain navigation. However, our work is the first to explore single-touch camera control gestures for navigating digital terrain models.

Interactive Camera Control

Past research has considered look-from camera control broadly in the context of “through-the-lens” camera control [12], a subset of targeted movement [17]. However, the existing literature provides little explicit guidance about how to integrate these techniques into new systems, or about the practical usability of these controls—particularly for digital terrain applications. While through-the-lens control metaphors cover a wide variety of camera transformations [12] we focus primarily on variants that use touch interactions [10, 30] to specify the camera’s position and orientation relative to a distinct location in the environment.

Cockburn et al. [7] provide a thorough overview of zooming and panning interfaces that allow users to view information, such as maps, at varying levels of detail. While these solutions can improve viewer experience with top-down views, they do not allow viewers to change to oblique or ground level views.

Early work by Ware and Osborne [32] also explored and evaluated several basic metaphors to allow viewers to freely explore 3D space with full six degrees of freedom. Later work presented alternative controls schemes that allow viewers to move through 3D space using minimal gestures and control interfaces, but provide no evaluation of their effectiveness [27, 37]. Martinet et al.’s DS3 [21] also examined object-manipulation camera control using separate translation and rotation controls. Other interactive camera control techniques relevant to our research include those first formalized by Mackinlay et al. [20] where the user indicates a target object and the camera transitions towards the target along a linear path. While these approaches provide an alternative to direct manipulation they are optimized for small object scenes and not large-scale virtual environments.

Interaction Techniques for Terrain Navigation

Camera control for digital globes and large terrain requires multiscale navigation and camera control techniques. McCrae et al. [22] proposed a combination of various camera control techniques for navigating from a globe view to a microscopic scale. The use of constraints applied to camera positioning, orientation and animation has also been explored for the navigation of terrain. Buchholz et al. [3] adapt physically-based navigation by Turner et al. [29] for navigation in terrain models. With physically-based navigation, the camera is modeled as a rigid body [28], or as a mass-spring system [3], with user input exerting forces on that body. Additional constraints for moving the camera are often essential for navigation in terrain [14] or 3D city models [15]. Occlusion avoidance is particularly relevant for camera navigation in ragged terrain. In response, force fields [34] or distance fields [31] have been proposed for physically-based navigation.

Alternatives to these traditional camera control techniques also exist. Hagedorn and Döllner [13] proposed sketch-based navigation in 3D virtual environments, particularly geospatial visualization. The user draws sketches on a touch display, which are interpreted to control the camera. For example, a curve drawn on a street is converted to an animated drive along that street. Pierce and Pausch [24] place 3D representations of distant landmarks and places in the currently visible view. The representations are interactive and trigger a ride to the corresponding location.

Other work has attempted to aid viewers in understanding terrain maps by adding new interaction techniques to 2D digital maps without allowing for full six degrees of freedom.
navigation. Lightweight Relief Shearing [33] and Elastic Terrain [4] both use simple touch gestures to expose the shape of the terrain in ways that are compatible with existing pan-zoom interactions, but because they reveal shape by obliquely shearing the entire map, it is not possible to create ground-level views with them. In spite of this, participants in initial evaluations of these techniques [33] often tried to stretch the terrain in order to examine the silhouettes of terrain features and recreate specific ground-level views.

Finally, we also build on findings from Abend et al. [1] who show that users of Google Earth most often retain the north orientation of maps and tend to quickly return to a north orientation after a rotation.

3 NAVIGATION VIA DIRECT MANIPULATION

Current state of the art digital map systems are most commonly controlled using several direct manipulation interactions: pan, zoom, rotate, pitch. In all these controls the most important feature is that they preserve the location that the viewer grabs in the scene, either using touch or a mouse.

Pan controls allow the viewer to move the camera view parallel to the current view plane. Zoom controls allow the viewer to move the camera towards or away from a zoom point. This causes objects to become bigger or smaller as per Thales’ theorem. Rotate controls allow the viewer to roll the camera, rotating it about the local horizontal axis. Pitch, or tilt, controls allow the viewer to pitch the camera, rotating it about the local vertical axis.

To identify common pain points associated with direct manipulation camera control in digital terrain maps, we conducted a pilot study in which we asked three participants to navigate virtual environments and recreate ground-level viewpoints in Google Earth. In the pilot, we gave participants an image of a scene taken at an oblique angle. Alongside that image, we presented participants with an instance of Google Earth initialized to a top down view of the same region. We then asked the participant to recreate that oblique view using Google Earth’s pan, zoom, rotate, and pitch interactions.

When recreating views, participants routinely struggled during the transition between the top-down, oblique, and ground-level perspectives. We observed several recurring problems that make these kinds of transitions challenging:

Chaining interactions. Moving between top-down and ground-level views typically requires a viewer to chain together multiple pan, zoom, rotate, and pitch operations. This requires a degree of foresight as interactions made early in the sequence—such as moving to ground level too early— influence the effect of subsequent interactions.

Disorientation. Sequences of pan, rotate, and pitch interactions compound one another and can make it difficult to locate and recreate desired viewpoints. In our pilot, participants often became disoriented, requiring a brief pause between steps to reorient themselves. These brief pauses slowed down the overall process.

Reversibility. Undoing or reversing sequences containing multiple direct manipulations interactions can become very difficult, making it challenging to backtrack to previous camera positions. In our pilot, participants who had made a mistake often chose to completely reset the scene and start over rather than attempt to reverse their prior interactions.

Interestingly, we observed that when explaining the tasks participants would describe them in terms of two points. The point they wanted to look from and the point they wanted to look at. This inspired our look-from approach.

4 LOOK-FROM CAMERA CONTROL

User-defined look-from and look-at locations constrain the space of possible camera paths that are relevant to the viewer. Given these constraints, a map application can animate the camera directly to the desired view, seamlessly panning, zooming, rotating, and pitching the camera as needed.

Reframing camera control as a look-from-at interaction also has the potential to considerably simplify viewer interaction, reducing the sequence of 4+ independent pan, zoom, rotate, and pitch interactions necessary to create a ground-level view down to just two selection operations. Moreover, selecting these look-from and look-at points can be accomplished easily in a single gesture by mapping them to touch-down and touch-up interactions respectively. This kind of straightforward look-from-at interaction also remains compatible with direct manipulation operations, since viewers can easily use additional pan, zoom, rotate, and pitch interactions to adjust the resulting view.

Unlike direct manipulation operations, which allow viewers to continuously refine and reverse an action, this rudimentary look-from-at interaction provides little opportunity for adjustment during the interaction itself. However, by relaxing the requirement for the look-at point, we can create a variety of alternative look-from interactions which increase the inter-activity of the camera control possible within a single touch.

Card et al. [5], Jacob et al. [16] and Mackinlay et al. [19] describe many different ways to map user input controls, however we limit our examination to look-from camera control techniques that can be executed using single-touch gestures. This constraint makes it possible for any of the techniques to be executed as a quasi-mode [26] initiated via a long press, double-tap, or other explicit interaction. As a result, these look-from techniques can be included in environments that also support traditional direct-manipulation camera controls—allowing the two approaches to complement one another.

Additionally, we follow the work of Christianson et al. [6], which examines declarative camera controls from the perspective of film, to help formulate how look-from camera controls...
Table 1: Input-response mappings for the three look-from techniques.

**Discrete Look-From-At**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Touch down</td>
<td>specify look-from location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Touch up</td>
<td>specify look-at location initiate animated transition</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Continuous Look-From-Forward**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Touch down</td>
<td>specify look-from location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Touch move</td>
<td>advance/reverse interactive transition</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[0\% \leftrightarrow 100\%\] = distance from touch down

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Touch up</td>
<td>stop transition</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Continuous Look-From-Towards**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Touch down</td>
<td>specify look-from location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Touch move</td>
<td>advance/reverse interactive transition</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[0\% \leftrightarrow 100\%\] = distance from touch down

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Touch up</td>
<td>animated transition back to original view</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Touch move</td>
<td>rotate camera path</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[0^\circ \leftrightarrow 360^\circ\] = angle relative to touch down

should act to best engage a user, motivating some of the details of our implementation.

We explore three distinct look-from variants (Discrete Look-From-At, Continuous Look-From-Forward, and Continuous Look-From-Towards) which showcase the diversity of camera manipulations possible in a single gesture.

**Discrete Look-From-At** (Table 1—top) is a straightforward and simple execution of the look-from-at metaphor. A viewer selects look-from and look-at locations on the surface of the terrain. From those points, the system generates an automated camera transition which pans, zooms, rotates, and pitches the camera to position it just behind the look-from location, pointed towards the look-at location.

**Continuous Look-From-Forward** (Table 1—center) generalizes the look-from-at pattern by assuming that the look-at location is always located in the direction the map is facing, in front of the look-from location. This frees the viewer to specify the look-from location on touch-down, and then use the rest of the gesture to dynamically move the camera along a path between its initial position and the look-from point. Sliding upward advances the camera further along the path—adjusting its position, zoom, and pitch as it progresses. Sliding back reverses that action. This allows the viewer to dynamically refine the camera view, making it possible to smoothly navigate to oblique views above the selected location as well as to locations at ground level. Because the technique is compatible with existing direct manipulation gestures, such as two-finger rotation, viewers can use these to rotate the map either before or after a look-from-forward interaction.

**Continuous Look-From-Towards** (Table 1—bottom) increases the expressiveness (but also the complexity) of look-from-forward by allowing viewers to interactively rotate the map and advance the camera simultaneously. As with the previous techniques, the viewer specifies the look-from location on touch-down. Dragging away from the initial touch point in any direction advances the camera towards the look-from location, changing its position, zoom, and pitch. Meanwhile, the camera path is rotated based on the on-screen angle between the vector formed by the viewer’s initial touch point and the current touch location and a vector pointing straight up from the initial touch point. This greatly increases the number of possible ground-level and oblique views that can be reached in a single interaction. However, it also increases the potential for disorientation as viewers control their camera relative to the starting camera position, not the current camera position, and they are free to break the line of interest [6]. By default, we automatically transition the camera back to its initial view at the end of an interaction to allow for quicker exploration.
5 IMPLEMENTATION

To explore the space of possible single-touch look-from interactions, we iteratively implemented and examined instances of each of these techniques as well as numerous hybrids and variants. Our implementation uses Unity 2017/8 with C# and relies on elevation data from Amazon Web Services1 and satellite imagery from Bing Maps2. The prototype supports multitouch direct manipulation interactions modeled on those used in the mobile versions of Google Earth, including two-finger gestures for zoom, rotate, and pitch. Pan is performed with a one-finger sliding gesture. Zoom is performed with a two-finger pinch gesture. Pitch is performed with a two-finger gesture where viewers slide both fingers up to pitch the camera up, and both fingers down to pitch down. Finally, rotate is performed with a two-finger twisting gesture.

Continuous Look-From-Forward (Table 1–center) is a continuous interaction technique that works very similarly to Continuous Look-From-Forward. To do this we try to first rotate the camera’s starting position to replicate the orientation that we assume in a Look-From-Forward interaction scheme. The viewer interaction begins with a touch down event. Using that touch point we cast a ray from the camera to where that touch point was in world space, this defines the look-from location.

The interaction continues with a touch move event. We cast a ray from the near plane of the starting camera frustum from the moved touch point to find our look-from point. This sets look-from and look-at points such that the projection of the vector between them on the near plane of the starting camera is the same as the vector between the starting and moved touch points. Using that vector, we immediately rotate the camera’s starting position such that that vector is up. This avoids camera rolls and odd camera transitions where the horizon appears to be skewed, which can confuse viewers. We then measure the Euclidean distance in screen space between the starting point and the current touch point and use it to interpolate the camera position and rotation using the exactly the same method as for Continuous Look-From-Forward.

While the finger remains on the screen this interaction can be advanced or reversed by moving further from or closer to the starting point, respectively. At any point the viewer can lock the camera position by using another finger to tap a lock icon located at the starting point. The viewer interaction ends with a touch-up event. Unless the camera position was locked, the camera animates back to the starting location and rotation. If locked, the camera remains in place and the viewer can continue to adjust the view using direct manipulation or additional Continuous Look-From-Forward interactions.

6 STUDY

To explore the use of these three look-from variations we conducted a within-subjects lab study in which we asked participants to perform two common and difficult map reading tasks, line-of-sight assessment and elevation comparison,

1https://aws.amazon.com/public-datasets/terrain/
across four different types of terrain. In addition, we asked participants to provide feedback about the difficulty of using the techniques and about which techniques they enjoyed using. Our goal was to understand how the addition of look-from controls changed participants’ navigation strategies and examine any impact these interaction techniques had on participants’ speed, accuracy, and overall experience.

**Test Environment**

We conducted the experiment using a Microsoft Surface 4 tablet. Participants interacted using the touch screen with no keyboard or other peripherals attached. Using our interactive prototype, we rendered four large virtual environments (Figure 2) at ground resolutions between 1:121 and 1:32 pixels per meter. We chose these locations to represent a variety of environments and scales, including: mountainous terrain (a 124km$^2$ section of the Canadian Rocky Mountains centered on Canmore, Alberta), rolling flat-topped peaks (a 32km$^2$ region around Mount Wutai in China’s Shanxi Province), a volcanic plateau (a 64km$^2$ region surrounding Mount Waialeale on the Hawaiian island of Kauai), and deep canyons (a 32km$^2$ region along the Grand Canyon in northern Arizona).

**Tasks**

We asked participants to perform two types of tasks: elevation comparison and line-of-sight determination. In both tasks we showed participants two points on the map, one marked in red and one marked in blue. These tasks have been used to compare the effectiveness of maps and map tools in both early [23, 25] and recent studies [11, 18, 33]. We randomly generated these tasks prior to the study.

**Elevation comparison** tasks required the participant to answer whether the red point or blue point was at a higher elevation. The randomly generated points were always at least 8% of the map height apart and at most 14%. In addition, we removed any trivially easy trials where one of the points fell in an open flat area such as a plateau, lake, or ocean. Participants responded to the prompt “Which Point is Higher?” by pressing buttons at the upper left-hand corner of the screen labeled “Blue” or “Red”.

**Line-of-sight** tasks required the participant to answer if there was a clear line of sight between one point to the other. We generated line-of-sight tasks by placing a point to the left and right of the red and blue point and performing line casts between all red points to blue points. If at least two of the line casts, and at most 6, were obstructed, we considered the trial to be sufficiently challenging. When choosing trials, we selected exactly half where there was clear line of sight and half where line of sight was obstructed. Participants responded to the prompt “Can Blue see Red?” by pressing “Yes” or “No” buttons at the upper left-hand corner of the screen.

**Measures**

During the trials we recorded participant accuracy in completing the tasks and the time it took to complete each task. After the trials we interviewed participants about which technique they found easiest, how difficult they found each technique, which technique they enjoyed the most, and how enjoyable each technique was.

**Accuracy** was measured as either correct or incorrect based on the task. We asked participants to focus on accuracy when completing trials and did not expect there to be
We recruited 16 participants aged between 21 and 36 (6 male, 10 female) using a combination of university email lists, word of mouth, and snowball sampling. Prior to the study we asked participants for simple demographic information and about their familiarity with maps and cartography. Thirteen reported experience using digital map software such as Google Maps. Five reported experience with paper maps, such as hiking trail maps. Two reported no experience with maps or mapping software.

Procedure
During the study, we compared four camera control techniques against each other: Direct Manipulation, Discrete Look-From-At, Continuous Look-From-Forward, and Continuous Look-From-Towards. In the case of each look-from technique, participants also had access to direct manipulation controls.

We asked each participant to complete 64 total trials, including 32 elevation comparison and 32 line-of-sight. We administered trials in blocks of 8, alternating between task types (one elevation comparison task, then one line-of-sight task) and changing the scene after each line-of-sight task (cycling through Canmore, Mount Wutai, Mount Waialeale, and Grand Canyon in that order). A block contained 4 trials of each type and consisted of one full sequence of locations. At the beginning of each trial we reset the participant’s camera back to its initial top down position. All participants completed the same set of blocks in the same order. In each block we gave participants access to one of the four interaction techniques, and permuted the ordering of those techniques across participants using a Latin square.

Additionally, prior to starting any study blocks, we administered 3 training trials. In the first training trial we demonstrated how to use each camera control technique and asked them to practice using each technique. In the second training trial we demonstrated to participants a sample elevation comparison task and taught them how to use the study interface. In the third training trial we demonstrated to participants a sample line-of-sight task and again taught them how to use the study interface.

After completing all blocks, we debriefed the participant and asked them to complete a follow up questionnaire in which we asked about their perceived difficulty and enjoyability of each technique, and asked them to provide a short response detailing what they found easy/difficult and most/least enjoyable about each technique. On average the whole procedure took one hour to complete.

7 RESULTS
Due to concern in a variety of fields about the use of null hypothesis significance testing [8, 9], we report our results using estimation techniques and report effect sizes using confidence intervals (CI) as is consistent with recent APA recommendations [2]. To do so, we compute average scores for each participant, then compute 95% bootstrap confidence intervals using the aggregate scores, applying a Bonferroni correction to control for multiple comparisons.

Accuracy
Mean accuracy values (Figure 3–top) ranged between 80–90%. The most accurate was Discrete Look-From-At, with a mean accuracy of 88% (CI=[82%,95%]) in elevation comparison trials and 87% (CI=[76%,96%]) in line-of-sight trials and the least accurate were Continuous Look-From-Towards, with a mean accuracy of 80% (CI=[71%,88%]) in elevation comparisons and Direct Manipulation with a mean accuracy of 81% (CI=[66%,91%]) in line-of-sight trials. However, variation across participants was high and overall results showed no conclusive difference in accuracy between conditions.

Time
Mean time values (Figure 3–bottom) ranged from 27s to 40s. The mean fastest techniques were Direct Manipulation, with a mean time of 27.6s (CI=[22.7,34.8]) for elevation comparison trials and Discrete Look-From-At, with a mean time of 27.8s (CI=[22.3,34.2]) for line-of-sight trials. The slowest technique was Continuous Look-From-Towards, with a mean time of 42.2s (CI=[31.3,55.3]) for elevation comparisons and 39.5s (CI=[30.9,49.0]) for line-of-sight trials. However, much like in accuracy there was a large degree of variation across participants and overall results showed no conclusive difference in speed between conditions.

Difficulty and Enjoyability
While no one of the three look-from techniques we tested was unambiguously superior to the others in terms of speed or error rate, our results point to differences related to perceived difficulty and enjoyability. Participants showed a strong and
conclusive preference for the simpler look-from technique, and also showed a readiness to integrate all three techniques with direct manipulation interactions.

Directly reflecting the Likert responses (Figure 4) 10 of 16 participants responded that Discrete Look-From-At was the easiest technique to use, 3 responded Direct Manipulation, 2 Continuous Look-From-Forward, and just 1 Continuous Look-From-Towards. Similarly, 9 of 16 participants ranked Discrete Look-From-At as the most enjoyable control scheme, while 3 each preferred Continuous Look-From-Forward and Continuous Look-From-Towards, and only 1 ranked Direct Manipulation as the most enjoyable technique.

Direct Manipulation. The most common positive comment of Direct Manipulation was that participants found the controls familiar (16 participants). While other comments noted specific functions (pan, zoom, or rotate) felt great to use (3 participants). Additionally, P4 noted that it gave them very “fine granularity to control things”. Negative comments noted that Direct Manipulation was “reliable but slow”, required multiple steps (4 participants), was “tedious” (2 participants), or wasn’t precise enough (2 participants).

Discrete Look-From-At. Positive comments noted that Discrete Look-From-At was effective at very quickly zooming in to their target destination (P6) while rotating them to where they wanted to look, all in one interaction (3 participants). Half of the participants noted that the interaction felt easy and fast to use (8 participants). Participants also remarked that it felt well-suited for line-of-sight tasks (2 participants) and that while on top of one point they could select the other point to quickly flip their view (2 participants). They also noted that the results of their actions were always as expected (5 participants). Negative comments noted that it could take a few interactions to get used to (P7) and that they initially found it disorienting (P2).

Continuous Look-From-Forward. Positive comments about mentioned that Continuous Look-From-Forward was simple to use (7 participants) and that it worked as a straightforward alternative to pitch (3 participants) and zoom (3 participants). However, negative comments noted that, like Direct Manipulation it required a large number of interactions (8 participants).

Continuous Look-From-Towards. Positive comments noted that Continuous Look-From-Towards had great control of the different axes of motion (P11) made easier by a fixed point of rotation (P16). Some participants remarked that it felt very powerful (6 participants) and responsive (3 participants). However, negative comments overwhelmingly noted that the rotational controls could be confusing or disorienting (14 participants).

8 OBSERVATIONS

When completing trials, the most important factor in determining success was how well the participants were able to keep both of the target points visible during a transition. Keeping both points in view allowed participants to maintain their frame of reference, even as they pivoted the camera to more easily assess line-of-sight or elevation. While keeping points in frame was generally straightforward, it was often more challenging near concave and vertical terrain features.
Navigating Concave Features

Concave terrain such as bowls or valleys can pose navigation problems when the camera comes close to the surface of the terrain. Once the camera dips into a concave region, the sides of the feature tend to obscure the surrounding terrain, hiding landmarks and making it difficult for viewers to maintain a clear frame of reference.

In our study, participants most often became trapped by concave features in the Direct Manipulation condition, either by zooming in too quickly or by dramatically pitching the camera down into a valley. With Discrete Look-From-At controls, participants sometimes encountered similar issues when choosing a look-from location deep in a valley. Once they had entered a concave region, the terrain often obscured one or both of the target points and participants generally found it easier to reset the camera back to a top-down view than to attempt to backtrack and locate them. This occurred most frequently in the Rocky Mountains and Mount Waialeale environments where the terrain had tight concave features that were not readily apparent from above.

Some participants learned to avoid entering concave features in the Direct Manipulation condition by pitching the camera slightly before zooming in, mimicking the behavior of Continuous Look-From-Towards/Forward. This initial camera tilt made it easier for those participants to identify regions that could potentially trap the camera before dropping into them. In the Continuous Look-From-Towards/Forward conditions, meanwhile, participants were typically able to escape concave regions by interactively reversing the transition once they noticed an occlusion.

Navigating Vertical Features

Participants also experienced problems when the target points were placed on the sides of vertical terrain features like cliff faces or canyon walls. In these cases, the vertical features often obscured the target points from most directions, greatly reducing the number camera positions from which a viewer could see both points. This occurred most frequently in the Grand Canyon, where points along the canyon walls were often only visible from above or from a small number of locations within the canyon itself. It also occurred in a few places on Mount Wutai where points along the edge of a plateau could only be seen if the camera was positioned on that side of the feature.

Navigating along these vertical features (especially those in the canyon) was difficult in all conditions. However, it was particularly challenging with Direct Manipulation controls, where positioning and angling the camera to see both points simultaneously required considerable manual dexterity and planning. The three look-from techniques somewhat mitigated this challenge, since participants could typically ensure that at least one of the points remained continuously in view by choosing a look-from location immediately adjacent to it. The Continuous Look-From-Towards/Forward techniques also allowed participants to refine and reverse the camera movement and make corrections whenever the vertical feature obscured the second point.

9 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Based on participants’ feedback, as well as our own experience iteratively designing and testing numerous different look-from techniques (including the three presented in detail here), we provide several considerations for the design of future look-from techniques for touch maps on mobile devices.

D1. Keep look-from points in frame during transitions.

We find that maintaining the visibility of the original selection throughout transitions preserves a common reference point and helps reduce viewers’ sense of disorientation. In our implementations, we achieve this by ensuring that the final camera position, falls slightly behind the look-from point, allowing that point to stay in view even at the end of the transition.
When a transition involves a specific look-at point, keeping it visible is also beneficial. In cases where terrain blocks the line of sight between the look-from and look-at points, we find that shifting the final camera position both upward and backward can help maintain the visibility of both. Not including this sort of adjustment often results in views where the look-at position is entirely occluded.

D2. Sequence camera rotation/pitch to minimize roll. Simultaneously rotating and pitching the camera can result in visible roll where the camera tilts such that the horizon appears diagonal and few points from the initial view remain in frame. This was very apparent in our initial explorations of look-from-towards, where pilot testers complained that they had a hard time maintaining a clear frame of reference, especially after performing rotations greater than ±90°. Staging rotations at the beginning of a transition minimizes this issue by aligning the horizon and look-at direction so that the camera never appears tilted. This makes it possible for pitch to be smoothly interpolated throughout the animation or adjusted to ensure that the look-from location always remains in frame.

D3. Make look-from interactions reversible where possible. The inability to reverse after completing a camera move was a major shortcoming of both our look-from-at and look-from-towards implementations, both of which require viewers to use direct manipulation interactions or a hard reset to return to a top-down view. Reversible look-from interactions, meanwhile, can make it easier to recover from mistakes and support more seamless transitions between top-down, oblique, and ground-level views in both directions.

D4. Preserve compatibility with existing direct manipulation techniques where possible. While look-from techniques can streamline common transitions between top-down, oblique, and ground-level views, they are less suited to search and navigation tasks that require repeated zooming and panning. Moreover, direct manipulation interactions can be very useful for making small adjustments to views produced using look-from interactions, allowing viewers to independently pan, zoom, or pitch the camera after transitioning down to an oblique view or rotating around a ground-level point of interest.

Based on our experience, adding look-from navigation as quasi-modes initiated via a distinct interaction such as a long-press or double-tap facilitates these transitions well, allowing viewers to quickly enter and exit a look-from navigation mode while retaining access to the standard vocabulary of map interactions. However, the vocabulary of simple gestures is relatively limited, and many mapping tools and operating systems already assign functions to gestures like double-taps (often mapped to zoom) or long presses (often used to trigger context menus). This limitation may make it difficult to add quasi-modal look-from gestures to some existing systems without relying on additional hardware inputs or interface elements. Moreover, it may make it difficult to support multiple different kinds of look-from gestures simultaneously in an interface.

10 ALTERNATIVE CONTROL SCHEMES

While we considered just three examples of look-from techniques, variants of these approaches may also merit further examination—especially approaches that relax the requirement of using a single touch gesture. For example, using multiple touches (either sequentially or bimanually) could permit continuous versions of look-from-at, where one touch sets the look-from point, and a second touch gesture sets the look-at location and interactively advances the camera.

There also exists a rich space of alternative input schemes for more complex look-from techniques, including alternatives to our version of Continuous Look-From-Towards. In our implementation, using the angle between the cursor and the initial touch-down to control rotation often resulted in confusion, since rotations greater than 90° inverted viewers’ frame of reference. Once at ground level, viewers often expected to be able to rotate right or left by dragging in the corresponding direction, when in fact they needed to drag clockwise or counter-clockwise around the initial point. A Cartesian input scheme that used forward/backward movement to move the camera along the path and left/right motion to control rotation might align more closely with common mental models of camera movement.

Finally, although we considered input schemes that rely only on finger position, commodity touch-enabled devices generally also capture touch pressure and information that can be used to reliably estimate finger pitch and pose [35]. These additional input factors could support even more nuanced transitions, such as using finger pitch or pressure to dynamically vary the vertical height of the camera path.

11 CONCLUSION

Look-from camera control techniques can serve as lightweight additions to Direct Manipulation controls, allowing viewers to simplify common and challenging map navigation tasks using simple gestures. By integrating camera zoom, pan, and pitch and building camera paths based on one or two viewer-specified points on the map, these techniques can support smooth transitions between top down, oblique, and ground-level views. In this paper, we developed three variants of look-from controls: Discrete Look-From-At, Continuous Look-From-Forward, and Continuous Look-From-Towards. Our initial studies highlight the utility of Discrete Look-From-At and suggest four design considerations for successful look-from interactions, as well as opportunities for future techniques.
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